Abstract. A splitting of a manifold in Kirby's problem list (no.4.97
Gauge theory provides many fake copies of oriented closed smooth manifolds X with b + 2 (X) odd. Unfortunately, there is no such example with b + 2 (X) even. In problem 4.97 of Kirby's problem list [4] the author suggested possible a candidate for such an example. Here we show that our example fails to be fake. Along the way we show some interesting splittings of Milnor fibers of some Brieskorn singularities.
Let Q be the Milnor fiber of z
In particular ∂Q is the homology sphere Σ = Σ(2, 3, 13), and Q is a simply connected spin 4-manifold with signature σ(Q) = −16 and the second betti number b 2 = 24, i.e the intersection form is 2E 8 ⊕ 4H. It is well known that Σ bounds a contractible manifold W . Hence Proof. Clearly the Milnor fiber Q is the 13-fold branched cover of B 4 along the Seifert surface of (2, 3) torus knot (i.e.the right handed trefoil knot), drawn in Figure 1 [2] . Figure 1 By the algorithm of [2] the handlebody picture of Q can be drawn as the handlebody of Figure 2 , consisting of B 4 with twenty-four 2-handles with (−2) framing (each strands has 12 circles). The number −1 across the strands in Figure 2 indicates that there is one left handed twist on the strands.
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Figure 2
We now cap Q with a contractible 4-manifold W to get X = Q ∂ W . We will achieve this by attaching two 2-handles and two 3-handles and one 4-handle to Q. To do this we first attach a 2-handle h to Q as shown in Figure 3 . 
From Figure 3 we can see a splitting:
where Y is a homotopy K3 surface. Here the two 2-spheres of S 2 × S 2 corresponds the 0 framed circle and one of the −2 framed circles of Figure 3 .
Now it remains to prove that the boundary of Figure 3 is diffeomorphic to the boundary of Figure 10 : By a blowing up and down operation we see that the boundary of Figure 3 is diffeomorhic to the boundary of the the manifold in Figure  4 (blow up a −1 framed circle on the 0 framed circle of Figure 3 , turning it into a −1 framed circle, and blow down this new −1 framed circle). The framings of twenty four 2-handles of Figure 4 are now −1.
Figure 4
By an isotopy we can redraw Figure 4 as in Figure 5 . By sliding two handles over each other we get Figure 6 (i.e. by sliding parallel vertical framed circles over each other). By blowing down −1 framed circles we see that the boundary of Figure 6 is diffeomorphic to 
where h 0 is a 2-handle. In fact the same method shows that in general:
, and the "new" 2-handle h along with h 1 gives the two generators of S 2 × S 2 with the intersection matrix 0 1 1 −2 h 0 and h 1 are the two "outermost" circles of the each strands of Figure 3 ; and h is the 0-framed circle of Figure 3 (the figure is drawn for r = 13). If we take h 1 to be the "lower outermost" circle, by cancelling it with h we get M (2, 3, r − 1) ∂ h 0 .
It is easy to check that the picture of M (2, 3, r − 1) is the same as Figure 2 except that each strand has one less circle (each strand contains 11 circles in this case)
Remark 0.3. The reader might wonder if gluing Q to W by a diffeomorphism (along the boundary Σ) which is not isotopic to identity, would still result X with the same splitting property? The diffeomorphism of f : Σ → Σ discussed in Figure 19 of [3] can be seen to be not isotopic to identity. If γ ⊂ Σ = ∂W is the attaching circle of the handle h ⊂ W , it is easy to check that f (γ) also bounds a disc D ⊂ W . Hence Q f W would still contain Q ∂ h which gives the splitting by the Remark above. The Seifert fibered space Σ is not likely to admit too many self diffeomorphisms which is not isotopic to identity (f might be the only one) since homotopic self diffeomorphisms of Σ are isotopic. Also, by changing W by some other obvious contractible manifolds still seem give the splitting of the main theorem. 
